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Abstract

Maintenance is one of the major concerns of software developers and industries. The success of this critical

phase depends highly on the changeability of the software. In order to evaluate the flexibility of a software to

accommodate changes, we have defined a change impact model for object-oriented systems. As previously defined, it

calculates the impacted classes due to an atomic change. In this paper we present an extension of the change impact

model to obtain a fine-grained assessment of system changeability. As a first extension, we take into account the

classes that are impacted by ripple effect. In a second extension, we also count classes that need to be re-tested even

if they are not directly affected. An experimentation is planned to study the relationship between software’s

changeability assessed by the extended change impact model and design properties.

Keywords: object-oriented, changeability, design properties, change, impact, ripple effect,

regression testing.

1. Introduction

Changeability, major subject of this paper, is key in application areas such as

telecommunications, in which software systems are evolving  at a rapid pace. Moreover there are

organizations which do not develop the software they operate, but purchase it. Thus they are

interested in a software’s ability to sustain an on-going flow of changes. In this paper, we define

changeability of a system as its capacity to absorb changes.

In the SPOOL1 project, a joint project with Bell Canada, we are investigating the relationship

between the changeability of software systems and their design. The hypothesis that design
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properties have an influence on changeability has received a first confirmation in [CKK+00].

This encourages us to pursue this matter further. The change impact model used in previous work

is basic [CKK+00] [KKL01]. To obtain a fine-grained assessment of system changeability, we

decided to extended the change impact model in two directions: ripple effect and regression

testing.

In the remainder of this paper, we first give an overview of the change impact model and the

major class dependencies used throughout the paper. Section 3 describes the ripple effect model,

while Section 4 presents the regression testing model. In section 5, we introduce the set up of the

on-going experimentation with the extended change impact model. The last section summarizes

the paper work and provides an outlook into future works.

2. Overview of Change Impact Model

The objects artifacts available in the design phase are classes and their relationships. A class

is defined as a group of variables and a group of methods. A change applies to a class, to a

variable or to a method. Examples of a change are adding a variable, changing a method’s scope

from public to protected or removing the relationship between a class and its parent. The changes

considered in this paper are atomic changes, and we call impact of change (or impacted classes)

the set of classes that require correction as a result of that change. The impact depends on the

type of the change and the type of the relationship between classes. The impacted classes are

linked by one of the following link to the changed class: association (S), aggregation (G),

inheritance (H) and/or invocation (I). We introduce an artificial link called “local” (L) to denote

an impact inside the changed class. Since, the systems under consideration are in C++, we added

the friendship link (F) to reflect the existence of this feature in C++.

In Table 1, we illustrate these links to better understand the reasoning used in the next

sections. Ci is a class, Ci_vj is a variable of class Ci and Ci_mj is a method of class Ci:
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(3)  C2 inherits (H) from C1 in one of the following
manners:

// in a private manner,
class C2: private C1 {…};
// in a public manner,
class C2: public C1 {…};
// in a protected manner.
class C2: protected C1{…};

(1) C2 is associated (S) to C1 if one of the
following declarations appears in the body of
C2:

  class C2 {
    C2_m1( ) {
      C2_v1 = a.C1_v1; //a is an object of class C1
      C2_v1 = b->C1_v1; // b is an object of class C1
      …}
    …
    // C1_v1 is used in parameter list
    C2_m2 (…, a.C1_v1, …);
    C2_m3 (…, b->C1_v1, …);
     …
  };

    //a method of C2 return an object of class C1
  C1 C2::C2_m4(….){…};

  // a method of C2 call a method using an object of
  // class   C1
  …C2::C2_m4 (…){
    …func(…, a, …);
  …}

(4) C2 is aggregated (G) to C1 if one of the
following declarations appears in the body of
C2:

  class C2 {
    // An instance of C1 is part of C2
    C1 a;
    // b is a declared variable of type pointer to C1
    C1 * b;
  …};
  // In constructor,
  C2::C2() {
  // b is dynamically created.
  b = new C1();}

(2) C2 is linked by invocation (I) to C1 if one of the
following declarations appears in the body of
C2:

  class C2 {
    …
    // o1 is either a object or
    // object reference of type C1.
    o1.C1_m (…);
    o1->C1_m (…);
  …};

(5) C2 is a friend (F) of C1 if the following
declaration appears in the body of C1:

  class C1 {
    …
    // C2 can access any member of C1.
    friend class C2;
    …};

Table 1: Definitions of the links

Thus, for a given change chi in class clj, the set of impacted classes is expressed as a Boolean

expression in which the variables stand for the links. For example, the impact formula for such a

hypothetical change may be given by
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Impact (clj, chi) = SH’+G,

meaning that classes which are in association (S) with, and not derived (H’) from the changed

class clj, or classes which are in aggregation (G) with clj, are impacted. A complete description of

the change impact model will be found in [Cha98].

It is worth noting that we search only for direct impact, i.e., we search for impact only in

classes which directly interact with the changed class.

3. Ripple Effect Model

The ripple effect of a change to the source code of a software system is defined as the

propagation of its impacts on the rest of the system. In 1972, Haney mentioned for the first time

the ripple effect in software engineering [Han92]. He used a probabilistic connection matrix

which subjectively models the dependencies between modules to determine how a change in one

module necessitates changes in the others. Yau and Collofello introduced a stability measure

[YC80]. They define stability of a system as the resistance to the potential ripple effect that the

system would have when it is modified. Black reformulated Yau and Collofello’s algorithm to

improve the computation process [Bla99]. Li and Offut defined potential changes in an object-

oriented software, then they presented five algorithms to calculate the impact for these changes

and their ripple effect [LO96].

Figure 1: Dependencies class example
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The concept of ripple effect is better described in Figure 1. Initially, Class_A is changed,

impacted classes are calculated with the change impact model. Class_B is one of the impacted

classes. To determine the ripple effect (impacted classes among Class_Ci, i=1,…5) of the initial

change, we have to answer the question: “How is Class_B affected?”. We propose a ripple effect

model consisting on two steps. In the first step, we try to identify the nature of the change or

changes in the class directly impacted (Class_B in Figure 1). Once this achieve, the original

change impact model is applied to class_B, based on the change or changes identified in step 1

above. In Class_B, change identification is done by reasoning on the type of the link between

Class_A and Class_B. Below it is an example for calculating a ripple effect:

(a) association link:

Let’s say that Class_B is impacted by a change chi in Class_A. If Class_B is linked by

association to Class_A, it means that Class_B refers to one or more variables of Class_A trough

the signature, the return type or the body of one of its methods (see Table 1).

Class_B may be affected by one of these changes:

- ch1: Method signature change

- ch2: Method implementation change

- ch3: Method return type change

According to the impact formula of the change impact model,

- Impact (Class_B, ch1) = I + H

- Impact (Class_B, ch2) =  (-)   (no impact)

- Impact (Class_B, ch3) =  I + H

Consequently, the ripple effect of chi is the union of the impacts of ch1, ch2, and ch3:

- Impact (Class_B, chi) = I + H

The ripple effect model has been validated on 31 class system. Each ripple effect formula was

tested for several atomic changes. The changes are implemented in the code one at a time. The

impact is obtained by re-compiling the code. A formula is validated if the set of classes that need

correction is included in the set of classes obtained by the ripple effect formula.
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4. Regression Testing Model

Regression testing is the process of testing changes to programs to make sure that the

modified code behaves correctly, and that modifications have not affected existing

functionalities. Unlike development testing, it uses existing test suites and tests only the

components that might be affected by modifications.

The regression test process consists of 5 phases, (1) identification of changed classes, (2)

identification of affected classes, (3) generation of a class test order, (4) selection of test cases,

and (5) test case modification and generation [KGH+95].

Most regression testing techniques are based on the call graph concept [WL92], the control

flow graph concept [RH97] [WCK99], the dependence graph concept [RH94] and the class

firewall concept [KGH+95].

In this work, we address the problem of determining classes to retest. Our approach is based

on class dependencies presented in Section 2. Let’s consider the graph in Figure 1 as an example.

Class_A is changed. In which case the related Class_B needs to be re-tested ? If Class_B need to

be changed, then it is identified by the change impact model. However, even if Class_B is not

impacted, in some cases its behavior might be affected by the change in Class_A. Thus, it should

be tested to ensure that it did indeed not change in behavior.

The behavior of a class may change if one of the following declaration appears in the body of

Class_B:
(1) Class_A Meth (…){…}; //A method of Class_B return an object of type Class_A

(2) … Meth (…,Class_A obj,…){…}; //A method of Class_B has an object of type Class_A as

argument

(3) … Meth (…){ …objA.var…}; ou … Meth (…){ …objA->var…}; //A method of Class_B

uses a variable of an object of type Class_A

(4) … Meth (…){ …objA.func(…)…}; ou … Meth (…){ …objA->func(…)…}; // A method of

Class_B calls a method of an object of type Class_A

(5) … Meth (…) { … func(…,objA,…); …); // A method of Class_B calls a method that uses an

object of type Class_A
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Cases (1), (2), (3) and (5) represent the association link. Case (4) represents invocation. Thus,

for every considered change in Class_A, classes linked by association and/or invocation link to

Class_A need to be re-tested.

5. Experimental Setup

Currently, we are putting together an experimentation with the extended change impact

model. The goal of the experimentation addresses the needs of our research, which is finding

some design properties that can be used as changeability indicator. The change impact model

counts 66 changes, we plan to choose a change subset to increase the batch of changes, since it is

not realistic to consider the whole changes. A set of design metrics will be used to quantify the

design properties. Actually, the pool of design metrics under consideration consists of C&K

metrics and their extension [CH94], MOOD set of metrics [AGE95] and Briand et al. metrics

[BDM97]. We considered these three set of metrics because they are based on different

approaches. As systems under test, we actually have three C++ systems, and a forth one is

envisioned.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we extend the change impact model defined in [Cha98]. The extension consists

in taking into account the ripple effect and the regression testing to obtain a fine-grained

assessment of system changeability. The ripple effect model identifies the affected classes among

classes which are not linked to the changed class (called impacted classes). The affected classes

are identified by predicting the possible changes in the impacted classes. Then, the change impact

model is applied. The approach used in regression testing detects classes that need to be re-tested

without necessitating corrections. We suspect that the behavior of such classes may be changed.

An experiment is currently designed to explore the relationship between changeability and

design metrics of the pool mentioned above. It will use the enhanced change impact model. It

will be interesting to see if this more precise model confirms or not the relationship already

detected [CKK+00] and allows us to find new ones. As future work, we will try to upgrade the

concept of atomic change to the more realistic notion of change request.
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